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KENCO ESPRESSO

CAPPUCCINO CREAMER FROM MILK

A dark and full bodied espresso
made from a blend of Arabica and
Robusta beans for an intense
flavour, sealed by a velvety layer of
crema, suitable for drinking on its
own or in combination with Creamer
from Milk for Cappuccino or Latte.

A rounded creamer from milk which,
when combined with Kenco
Espresso, delivers a combination of
dark and full bodied espresso and
delicious milky froth. We suggest
inserting Cappuccino milk T-DISC
followed by Kenco Espresso T-DISC.
CASE CONFIGURATION

CASE CONFIGURATION

80 T-DISCS

40 T-DISCS

KENCO MEDIUM ROAST

LATTE CREAMER FROM MILK

Made using 100% Arabica beans,
from Rainforest Alliance Certified™
farms, delivering a rich aroma,
smooth distinctive taste and a
delicate velvety layer of crema on
top. Ideal for everyday drinking.

A smooth creamer from milk which,
when combined with Kenco
Espresso, delivers a mild milky drink
with a gentle hint of espresso. We
suggest inserting Kenco Espresso
T-DISC followed by Latte
milk T-DISC.
CASE CONFIGURATION

CASE CONFIGURATION

Technical Data
Height
Width
Depth
Weight (Empty)
Power Supply
Power Consumption*

410mm
230mm
535mm
15kg
240V, 50Hz 10A
2250W Heating Mode
45W Standby Mode
6W Eco Mode
*Approximate average power supply in mode

CABINET

The Tassimo Professional 12 drawer dispenser ensures the full drinks
range can be displayed next to the machine. It provides space for 24
cartons of great tasting branded products for everyone to enjoy.
Technical Data
Height
Width
Depth
Weight (Empty)

408mm
315mm
377mm
4kg

40 T-DISCS

80 T-DISCS

KENCO PURE COLOMBIAN

PG TIPS TEA

Made using 100% Arabica beans
sourced entirely from Rainforest
Alliance Certified™ farms in
Colombia. Here the high altitude
growing conditions combine with a
unique tropical climate to foster a
balanced and fruity flavour with a
rich aroma, delivering a well
rounded coffee.

One of the nation’s favourite teas,
at least 50% of which is sourced
from Rainforest Alliance Certified™
farms.

CASE CONFIGURATION

CASE CONFIGURATION

80 T-DISCS

PG Tips is a registered trademark of the Unilever Group

ANCILLARIES
KENCO DECAFFEINATED

TWININGS ENGLISH BREAKFAST TEA

A wonderfully smooth and aromatic
decaffeinated ground coffee with a
delicate velvety layer of crema on
top, made using 100% Arabica
beans.

A refined traditional-tasting tea.
Perfect throughout the day.

CASE CONFIGURATION

CASE CONFIGURATION

80 T-DISCS

80 T-DISCS

Cups
12oz branded paper cups are ideal for the delivery of the Tassimo
Professional range of drinks.

910mm
660mm
550mm

SUCHARD HOT CHOCOLATE

TWININGS EARL GREY TEA

A rich, creamy, indulgent hot
chocolate flavour drink.

A black tea, pale gold in colour with a
delicate Bergamot flavour.

CASE CONFIGURATION

Specifically designed for Tassimo Professional, the cabinet is ideal
for larger throughput sites, the cabinet houses the machine and 12
drawer dispenser. It has a large internal bin and the front of the unit
has 3 cup dispensers and storage shelves for ancillary items.
Technical Data
Height
Width
Depth

80 T-DISCS

80 T-DISCS

Other Items
Branded sugar sticks, wooden stirrers as well as milk jiggers for tea or long
white coffee are all available to complement the Tassimo Professional offer.

www.tassimo.co.uk/professional

CASE CONFIGURATION

80 T-DISCS

works for you

works for you
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The System

The Product Range

Tassimo Professional is an intuitive system with an integrated LCD display
to help guide you, step by step, to make a perfect drink personalised to suit
individual taste.

Tassimo Professional offers a wide range of quality drinks, using trusted and
well-known brands. Everyone can customise and experiment with a fantastic range
of coffees, teas, hot chocolate and specialities to match all occasions and moods.

Once you insert your choice of drink, the machine will scan the barcode on your
T-DISC to ensure your drink is delivered at the right temperature, pressure and
volume. So all that is left for you to do is personalise it, and then enjoy your drink
exactly the way you like it.

A simple choice which works for you and your consumers!

5

It slots perfectly into any business, delivering great
quality hot drinks which can be personalised to
match any mood or occasion. There is a fantastic
range of brands - Kenco coffees, including
espresso, PG tips and Twinings teas and indulgent
Suchard hot chocolate. What’s more you can have
cappuccinos and lattes with delicious milky froth all at the touch of a button.

Small and
contemporary

1

Tassimo Professional is the simple, versatile and
hassle-free solution that makes those quiet
moments feel great.

2

3

It’s the easiest way to enjoy that favourite drink,
anytime.

So simple to use

4

What makes the difference?

If I can have
a strong coffee I
can cope!

A really frothy
cappuccino is a
must!
Good quality
coffees suggests a good
quality company

I like to
tailor it to exactly
how I like it

1 Display screen

4 Drip tray

2 Insert T-DISC by

5 Manual water fill inlet

3 Adjustable cup

6 12 drawer dispenser

lifting silver handle

A wide variety
and choice of
branded drinks

Tassimo Professional has a sleek look
with a contemporary design, chrome
detailing and stainless steel cup stand
and drip tray.

6

The machine allows personalisation of drinks to suit
individual taste - it provides you with everything you
want and more!

I like the
larger drink size

Branded Range of Drinks
Whether it’s the rich dark profile of a single origin
coffee or a simple cup of tea, Tassimo Professional
offers quality branded drinks - Kenco coffees,
PG tips and Twinings teas and Suchard hot chocolate
- what's more Ultra-filtered creamer from milk means
a delicious milky froth for cappuccino and lattes.

stand

The intelligent display guides the user
through making a drink step by step - just
pop the T-DISC under the silver handle
and touch the button.

Personalised so everyone can have
their drink, just the way they like it
When catering for a group of people, everyone has their own
preference. With Tassimo Professional all drinks can be
personalised to individual tastes - so whether it’s short and
strong, long and mild or frothy and indulgent, the
choice is yours!

No mess or fuss
An indulgent thick
hot chocolate to
pick me up

Quality means
it’s Consistently
good…

Energy reduction and
efficient resource use
Tassimo Professional has an inbuilt energy
saving mode so power consumption is reduced
when the machine is idle. Energy is reduced
further when the machine is in ECO MODE - at times
programmed to suit you - by time of the day and
day of the week. What's more, if you want you can
wake the machine up any time to have a
drink just by touching the button!

The display guides you through every step
effortlessly. Every T-DISC auto-ejects
into a hidden bin . The simple cleaning
process takes just 2 minutes.

Quality every time
Tassimo Professional has intelligent bar codes on T-DISCS.
The machine reads the bar code and prepares each drink
individually to perfection - the right temperature and pressure
- all that's left is to personalise to taste.
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